
 

 
Abstract 

 
Image-set-based face recognition has recently attracted 

much attention due to widespread of surveillance and video 
retrieval applications. Extraction of partial and misaligned 
face images from a video is relatively common in 
unconstrained scenarios and in the presence of 
detection/localization error, respectively. However, 
existing face recognition techniques that consider holistic 
image-set representation would not perform well under 
such conditions. In this paper, we introduce a local 
image-set-based face recognition approach to address this 
issue, where each image set is represented by a cluster set 
of keypoint descriptors and similarity between image sets is 
measured by the distance between the corresponding sets of 
clusters. Our representation is robust to misalignment 
because the extraction of descriptors is carried out without 
respect to the absolute face position. Additionally, our 
approach is robust to partial face occlusion due to that (1) 
descriptors corresponding to non-occluded keypoints are 
not affected by the occluded keypoints; (2) matching 
decision is contributed only by distances between the 
matched cluster pairs corresponding to the non-occluded 
facial parts. Extensive experiment evaluation shows that 
our approach is able to achieve very promising recognition 
rates. 
 

1. Introduction 
With the recent widespread of surveillance and video 

retrieval applications, image set-based face recognition has 
attracted enormous research interest throughout the last 
decade [1][2][3][5][6][8][17][18]. Since face images in 
image set-based face recognition are collected from video 
sequences, both training and test examples are comprised 
of sets of an individual’s face images and the final 
recognition decision is made based on comparisons of such 
image sets. 

In practice, face images captured from a surveillance 
video for example are often obtained without user 

cooperation and knowledge. Frequently, the face of an 
individual captured in the video could be partially occluded 
[11]. Furthermore, since faces are usually extracted from a 
video frame sequence by using a face detector/tracker, 
faces in the video frames are rarely perfectly aligned over 
the set of extracted images due to potential detection or 
localization error of the imperfect face detector/tracker. 
When holistic face representation is adopted in 
image-set-based face recognition [1][2][5][6][8][17][18], 
simultaneous occurrence of face occlusion and 
misalignment deteriorates face recognition performance.  

A straightforward way to tackle these challenges is to 
apply an existing single-probe-image-based face 
recognition method that is occlusion- and 
misalignment-robust in the image-set-based setting. 
Recently, a local face recognition approach, namely the 
multi-keypoint descriptor (MKD)-based approach [11] has 
been proposed to address the occlusion and misalignment 
problems in the single probe image-based setting. This 
approach (1) extracts a number of salient facial keypoints 
and a descriptor per keypoint from a face image without 
requiring the face to be pre-aligned with that in the other 
face images; and (2) performs recognition via applying 
Sparse Representation-based Classification (SRC) [19] on 
a large dictionary of keypoint descriptors [11]. It is worth to 
note, however, that adopting it straightforwardly in the 
image set-based setting is not appropriate due to suboptimal 
discrimination power and unacceptably-low efficiency. 

To avoid these drawbacks, it is the objective of this 
paper to develop a simple and effective local approach for 
image-set-based face recognition under uncontrolled 
conditions. We first detect keypoints in each image, extract 
an alignment-free descriptor per keypoint and pool these 
descriptors over a set of images in a common feature space. 
To derive a robust representation from consistent keypoints 
in the spatial domain (which leads to dense descriptors in 
the feature domain), we adopt a density-based clustering 
approach to select dense descriptors corresponding to 
consistent keypoints and to group descriptors according to 
their facial parts into a number of clusters. With this cluster 
representation of an image set, we devise a series of 
occlusion-robust matching procedures to evaluate the 
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similarity between probe and gallery sets of clustered 
descriptors. The algorithm of our approach is shown in the 
block diagram of Figure 1. 

The significance of our contribution can be summarized 
in the following two aspects: 
1) We propose a novel alignment-free representation for 

image set – a set of clustered descriptors associated with 
consistent keypoints detected at various facial parts. Our 
approach represents an image set belonging to a specific 
individual with a set of clustered descriptors that are 
extracted solely based on the appearance consistency of 
the keypoints detected in the image set. 

2) Based on our clustering representation of the image set, 
we devise a series of occlusion-robust cluster-to-cluster 
matching procedures. The key to achieve such 
occlusion-robust matching is to take into account the 
distance between the matched cluster pairs only, when 
considering the matching between probe and gallery 
cluster sets. This is to ensure that missing clusters of 
descriptors due to frequently-undetected keypoints will 
not contribute to the final matching decision. 

2. Literature Review 
Existing image-set-based classification approaches 

differ in the ways the sets are modelled and the set 
similarity is computed. Set modelling approaches can be 
broadly divided into parametric and non-parametric 
representations; while the similarity function is defined 
mostly based on the set modelling methods. Parametric 
modelling approaches represent each image set with a 
parametric distribution function and estimate relevant 
parameters from the training set data [1][9]; whereas the 
more favourable non-parametric modelling-based 
approaches relax the assumptions on data distributions. 

Linear subspace-based approach is a non-parametric 
modelling-based approach that models each image set as a 
linear subspace. For instance, a linear discriminant function 
[8] was developed to maximize and minimize the canonical 
correlations of within-class sets and between-class sets, 
respectively. The similarity between two sets is measured 
in terms of the canonical correlations.  

Manifold-based approach is another popular 
non-parametric approach that expresses an image set as a 
collection of local linear models using a manifold. A 
notable work in this direction measures similarity between 
manifolds in terms of Manifold-Manifold Distance (MMD) 
[17]. Covariance Discriminative Learning (CDL) [18] is 
another manifold-based approach that models each image 
set using its covariance matrix. Since such nonsingular 
covariance matrices naturally lie on a Riemannian manifold, 
a kernel function is derived to log-map the covariance 
matrices from the manifold to a Euclidean space for 
enabling the use of classical learning algorithms in the 
vector space.  

The final class of non-parametric modelling-based 
approach represents each image as a point in a linear or 
affine feature space and characterizes each image set by a 
convex geometric region known as affine or convex hull [2]. 
The similarity between sets is measured by geometric 
distances between convex models. Another approach built 
upon the affine hull model uses a more effective 
between-set distance called Sparse Approximated Nearest 
Point (SANP) distance [6]. For similarity measure, this 
approach takes the distance between the nearest points of 
two sets, which is sparsely approximated from the image 
samples of their respective set. 

While these non-parametric modelling-based approaches 
are able to perform impressively on typical face image sets, 
we found that none of these is able to tackle the partial face 
occlusion and misalignment problems. On the contrary, our 
approach adopts a local approach that represents each 
image set as a cluster set of alignment-free descriptors and 
measures set similarity by occlusion-robust 
cluster-to-cluster distance to overcome the partial face 
occlusion and misalignment problems. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. A Cluster Representation for Image Sets 
Reliable image-set-based face recognition requires 

robust feature representation that can be derived from 
consistently-detected local interest points. In our setting 
where each set of face images belongs to a specific 
individual, it is, however, difficult to tell whether a 
keypoint detected in different images within the set are 
corresponding to the same facial point although they could 
be closely located to each other, since characteristics of 
keypoints may vary in accordance with variations in facial 
expression, pose, age, illumination and occlusion.  

Hence, instead of seeking for a consistent keypoint 
detector, we approach the problem of finding consistent 
keypoints by seeking for “dense regions” in the feature 
domain. The feasibility of this approach relies on the fact 
that (1) descriptors extracted from the same (resp. different) 
keypoints are similar to (resp. dissimilar from) each other 

Figure 1: Our local MKD-based approach to image-set-based face
recognition. 
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due to the robust repeatability property of keypoint 
descriptors [11][13]; (2) descriptors are likely to vary from 
individual to individual, although the keypoints are 
detected at common facial parts of these individuals. By 
pooling the descriptors from an image set in a common 
feature space, density of the descriptor distribution thus 
reflect the consistency of keypoint appearance. By 
performing a fast density-based clustering, sparsely 
distributed descriptors (inconsistent keypoints) can be 
excluded and the remaining dense descriptors (consistent 
keypoints) are categorized into multiple clusters, thus 
forming our final cluster representation with each cluster 
representing keypoints at a single facial part. 
3.1.1 Keypoint Detection and Descriptor Extraction 

To obtain an alignment-free and occlusion-robust facial 
feature representation, the two important requirements are 
that (1) the features extracted from the non-aligned face 
images of an individual should be similar; (2) the entire set 
of extracted features should not be affected when partial 
face occlusion occurs so that the remaining non-distorted 
features can still be used for recognition. 

The MKD representation is able to satisfy these 
requirements, not only because the extracted descriptors are 
robustly repeatable, but also because the descriptors are 
independent to one another. Hence, in the presence of 
misalignment and occlusion problems, the descriptors 
representing the non-occluded parts can be consistently 
extracted as long as the corresponding keypoints can be 
detected. In general, MKD can be computed via keypoint 
detection and local feature descriptor extraction.  
3.1.2 Fast Density-based Clustering 

When a facial keypoint is detected consistently over an 
image set and a descriptor is extracted per keypoint, 
pooling these descriptors together would result in a high 
density cluster of descriptors in the feature space. Vice 
versa, inconsistent-appearing keypoints would lead to 
sparsely distributed descriptors. By making use of this 
observation, we develop a density-based clustering method 
to (1) exclude sparsely-distributed descriptors from 
contributing to the recognition decision; (2) classify 
descriptors associated with different types of keypoint in 
order to make our subsequent cluster-to-cluster distance 
evaluation meaningful. We desire tight clusters, such that 
only “sufficiently dense” descriptors are selected for face 
representation, where such sufficiency is later characterized 
by the term “saliency”. To ensure that only descriptors 
associated with a single type of keypoint are enclosed 
within a cluster, we further exploit spatial information 
(offset in 2D coordinate) of the keypoints to facilitate 
exclusion of minor descriptors that do not correspond to the 
same type of keypoint. 

Let �� and �� be the spatial space and the feature space, 
respectively. By pooling the detected keypoints and 
extracted descriptors in the ��� image set, we obtain a total 

of � descriptors 	
��  �	�

��� 	�


��� � � 	�

��� associated with 

the �  keypoints �
��  ���

��� ��


��� � � ��

��� , where 

	�

�� � �� represents the feature vector of the ��� descriptor 

while ��

�� � ��  represents the 2D coordinate vector of the 

��� keypoint. 
Our clustering approach can be regarded as a fast variant 

of DBSCAN [4], which (a) considers only core descriptors 
in clustering and (b) incorporates the use of spatial 
information in cluster formation. Before describing our 
algorithm, we give the notions of �-neighborhood, saliency 
and core/border descriptors: 
Definition 1 [4]: ( � -neighbourhood of a point) The 
�-neighborhood of a point ��  in a space � is defined by 
��
���  ���� � ! �"# $%�� & ���% ' �#$��� ��� � �(. 

Point �� in Definition 1 could be a keypoint (��  ��

��) 

or a descriptor )��  	�

��*+  Informally, a 

neighborhood $��
���  is defined as an area of radius � 
around ��  that contains points that bear similar 
characteristics to ��. 
Definition 2: (Saliency of a descriptor) The saliency , of a 
descriptor 	�


��  is defined as the discrete density around 
	�


�� and its corresponding keypoint ��

��, which is given by 

,)	�

��� ��


��*  -. /��0123)	�

��*4 5 . 6��7189)��


��*:- , 

where .
���  represents the indices of the neighboring 
points within ��. 

Saliency in Definition 2 is a density indicator that 
computes the quantity of neighbouring descriptors of 	�


��, 
provided that the neighboring descriptors are also 
neighbors of ��


�� in the spatial domain. Saliency ,
;� of a 
descriptor ranges from 0 to � & < . The main intent of 
leveraging � -neighborhood of keypoints  ��=>?  in the 
computation of ,
;�  is to penalize minor (similar) 
descriptors that represent dissimilar facial part from ��


��. 
This is important to ensure that (1) most descriptors in a 
dense set associated with a common facial part are assigned 
with a large saliency value; and (2) descriptors of the same 
type are matched correctly in the subsequent stage of 
similarity evaluation between two image sets. 
Definition 3: (Core and border descriptor) A keypoint 
descriptor 	�


��  is defined either as a core descriptor if 
)	�


��� ��

��* @ ABC�DE , or a border descriptor otherwise. 

An �-neighbourhood of a core descriptor contains more 
neighboring descriptors than an � -neighbourhood of a 
border descriptor. Since the saliency of a core descriptor is 
greater than that of a border descriptor, adjacent dense sets 
of descriptors with non-zero core descriptors are always 
separated by some border descriptors. Given a saliency 
threshold ABC�DE , core and border descriptors can be 
distinguished. To ensure formation of tight cluster, our 
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density-based algorithm considers only the core descriptors 
in the clustering process to eradicate potential local outlier 
descriptors (border descriptors) within each cluster that 
may affect the computation of distance between clusters in 
the next matching step. 

Clustering Algorithm. Given parameters ��=>?� �F=�� 
and ABC�DE, the following steps are carried out to obtain a 
clustering representation for an image set: 
Step 1: Compute the saliency value (discrete density) of all 
$� descriptors 	
�� based on ��=>? and �F=��. 
Step 2: Identify core and border descriptors based on �F=�� 
and ABC�DE  and discard border descriptors (sparsely 
distributed descriptors). 
Step 3: Connect neighboring core descriptors together, 
such that each dense set of descriptors is grouped into a 
single cluster if the descriptors in each set are also 
neighbors of one another in the spatial domain. 
With this, the final representation of C�GH� clusters of core 
descriptors can be obtained.  

3.2. Set Similarity: Cluster-to-Cluster Distance 
Once each image set is represented by a set of clustered 

descriptors, similarity between two image sets can be 
measured by the distance between their corresponding 
cluster representations, namely cluster-to-cluster distance. 
The corresponding clusters in the two image sets are 
identified so that local matching can be performed. To 
ensure robustness of our approach to partial face occlusion 
in probe image set, our approach does not allow missing 
clusters (occluded part) to have any influence in the 
computation of the cluster-to-cluster distance, since the 
corresponding gallery cluster of the missing probe cluster 
will less probably be paired up with another 
non-corresponding gallery cluster for distance computation. 
Hence, the robustness of our approach to partial occlusion 
can be said to rely on the robustness of the matching criteria 
used in finding matched cluster pairs in (5). 

Assume that the gallery and probe sets of clusters are 
denoted by I
J�  �I�


J�� I�

J�� � � IK


J�� � � IL

J�(  and 

I
M�  �I�

M��  I�


M�� � � IN

M�� � � IO


M�( , respectively, for 

IK

J�  �	K�


J�� � � 	KP

J�� � � 	KOQ


J�� and 

IN

M�  �	N�


M�� � � 	N>

M�� � � 	NOR


M��+ 
To identify which of the gallery clusters in I
J� 

corresponds to each probe cluster IN

M� , the nearest and 

second nearest cluster indices of the S��  probe cluster 
(C?
S�,EC?
S�) and the B��  gallery cluster (CT
B�,ECT
B�) 
are computed by 

C?
S�  B"  UVW$XYZ
$$$$$$$$$$$K

[I\

M�]]]]] & I^


J�]]]]]][ (1) 

CT
B�  S"  UVW$XYZ
$$$$$$$$$$$N

[I^

J�]]]]]] & I\


M�]]]]][ (2) 

EC?
S�  B""  UVW $ XYZ
$$$K�K_O9
N�

[I\

M�]]]]] & I^


J�]]]]]][ (3) 

ECT
B�  S""  UVW $ XYZ
$$N�N_O`
K�

[I^

J�]]]]]] & I\


M�]]]]][+ (4) 

Here, I^

J�]]]]]]  �

OQ
a 	KP


J�OQPb�  and I\

M�]]]]]  �

OR
a 	N>


M�OR
>b� $are the 

centers of IK

J�  and IN


M� , respectively. A positive match 
with the closest gallery cluster is considered to be found if 

C? /CT
B�4  B (5) 

when both matching criteria [13]: 
cde


f�]]]]]]gdh9
e�

i�]]]]]]]]]c

cde

f�]]]]]]gd2h9
e�


i�]]]]]]]]]]c
$' j  and 

cdk

i�]]]]]]gdh`
k�


f�]]]]]]]]]c
cdk


i�]]]]]]gd2h`
k�

f�]]]]]]]]]]c

' j are satisfied. The same comparison with 

the gallery clusters is carried out for every probe cluster 
IN


M�  and only the matched cluster pairs are selected for 
subsequent distance computation. This rules out the 
possibility of having (1) clusters representing different 
facial parts erroneously matched against each other; (2) 
cluster in gallery set corresponding to missing cluster in 
probe set (due to undetected keypoint) erroneously 
matched  against other cluster in probe set. However, if no 
matched cluster pair that can be found, then I
M� and I
J� 
are considered to be belong to different individuals. 

For each matched pair of clusters, say IKl

J� and INl


M� for 

Sl � mLn����  the closest descriptor 	KlP

J� � IKl


J�  to each 
descriptor of 	Nl>


M� � INl

M� is identified, such that 

o /	Nl>

M�� IKl


J�4  XYZ
pQlq


i��dQl

i� [	Nl>


M� & 	KlP

J�[+ (6) 

By letting o� /	Nl>

M�� IKl


J�4 to be the r�� minimum distance 
among the CNl distance comparisons, we obtain the distance 
between clusters for a matched pair as 

o /INl
M�� IKl

J�4  s o� /	Nl>


M�� IKl

J�4

tRl

�b�
 (7) 

where uNl  vwCNlx for y z w z <+ The idea of considering 
only the first uNl  instead of all minimum distances is to 
further prevent the matching results from being negatively 
affected by potential outliers within the clusters. Finally, 
the cluster-to-cluster distance of all matched pairs can be 
expressed by 

o)I
M�� I
J�*  <
� s o /INl
M�� IKl


J�4
Nl�${|}~3�

 (8) 

where �  a uNlNl�${|}~3�  is the total number of descriptor 
comparisons. The distance measure in Eq. (8) thus serves as 
the robust set similarity measure of our approach. Once the 
cluster-to-cluster distance is computed for every gallery set 
with reference to a probe set, only those gallery sets with at 
least A matched clusters are taken into consideration and a 
nearest neighbour classifier is used for identification. 
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4. Experiments 

4.1. Datasets 
To ensure extensive evaluation of our approach, the 

experiments are carried out on the following three 
benchmark datasets:  
• Honda/USCD [9]: This dataset contains 68 video 

sequences of 20 different individuals. Among the 68 
sequences, 20 are used for training while 48 are used for 
testing (39 in the first set with variations in head pose and 
expression; and 9 (out of 11) in the second set with partial 
face occlusion). Note that in the second test set, Saito’s 
test video and KClee’s 2nd test videos are not used due to 
very short duration of the occlusion event and 
unavailability of the video, respectively. 

• YouTube Celebrities [7]: This dataset has 1910 video 
sequences of 47 individuals collected from YouTube. For 
each individual, 3 and 6 sequences are randomly chosen 
for training and testing, respectively. Most of the videos 
are low resolution and highly compressed. 

For both datasets, an image set is extracted from each video 
sequence by using a cascaded face detector [16], except for 
the second (occluded) test set in Honda dataset where an 
incremental tracker [14] is used. The images are grey scaled 
and resized to �y � �y. 

4.2. Experimental Settings 
Existing Approaches. We compare the proposed local 

approach with several state-of-the-art image-set-based face 
recognition approaches in the literatu re. They are 
1) Manifold-Manifold Distance (MMD) [17] 

2) Affine Hull-based Image Set Distance (AHISD) [2] 
3) Convex Hull-based Image Set Distance (CHISD) [2] 
4) Sparse Approximated Nearest Point (SANP) [6] 
These approaches are implemented according to the source 
code and optimized parameters provided by the original 
authors. The images are histogram-equalized to minimize 
illumination variations before these approaches are 
implemented. For MMD, PCA is applied to learn linear 
subspaces and to preserve 95% of energy. The difference 
between Geodesic distance and Euclidean distance is set to 
2. For linear AHISD and CHISD, PCA is used to retain 
95% energy. The error penalty in CHISD is set to C=100 
for grey-scale features. For SANP, the original weight 
parameters [6] are adopted for convex optimization.  

Our Approach. For all datasets, we have chosen Facial 
Sparse Descriptor (FSD) [12] to be the MKD of our 
approach. The parameters �F=��� ��=>?� ABC�DE� j� w and A 
are selected to be 0.3, 6 pixels, y+< � XU�� ,)	�


��� ��

��*, 

0.8, 0.2 and �3
� , respectively, where ��  denotes the 

maximum number of matched clusters among the 
comparisons of a probe set with each gallery set. 

4.3. Performance Evaluation 
Experiments on the Honda dataset are divided into three 

parts, where the identification rates reported in Table 1 are 
based on (a) various numbers of frames, (b) full-length 
frames with the presence of falsely-detected objects, and (c) 
full-length frames containing partial occluded faces. These 
three parts of experiments correspond to three different 
real-world scenarios: Part (a) models the scenario where a 
tracker fails to track for a long video sequence and only the 
first part of the sequence is usable for recognition; Part (b) 
models the scenario where the detector incorrectly detects 
faces of non-target individuals or non-facial objects in 
addition to the target face; Part (c) models the 
unconstrained scenario where partial face occlusion occurs. 

It is noticed that our approach consistently outperforms 
the state-of-the-art approaches in all three settings. Our 
approach achieves perfect identification rate for all settings 
in part (a). Without manual exclusion of falsely-detected 
objects in part (b), it is observed that the performance of 
most existing approaches deteriorate a little with reference 
to full-length setting in part (a). On the contrary, our 
approach remains performing ideally when such false 

Table 1.  Identification rates on Honda/UCSD dataset
 MMD[17] AHISD[2] CHISD[2] SANP[6] Our Method 

(a) 
1st Test Set: 50 frames 87.18% 89.74% 89.74% 92.31% 100% 

1st Test Set: 100 frames 100% 97.44% 100% 100% 100% 
1st Test Set: Full length 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

(b) 1st Test Set: With falsely 
detected objects  92.31% 97.44% 97.44% 97.44% 100% 

(c) 2nd Test Set: Occlusion 11.11% 11.11% 11.11% 44.44% 88.89% 

Methods Average Performance 
MMD [17] ��+�� � �+�<� 
AHISD [2] ��+�� � �+���
CHISD [2] ��+�� � �+y�� 
SANP [6] ��+�� � �+��� 

Our method ��+ �� � �+ ��� 

Table 2. Average identification rates and the standard 
deviations of different methods on Youtube Celebrities 
dataset for ten-fold cross validation experiments
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detections appear inconsistently in each image set, 
justifying the ability of our approach in handling 
inconsistent-appearing “outliers”. In part (c) where most 
face images in the probe image set are partially occluded, 
our approach successfully recognizes 8 out of 9 probe 
image sets, yielding 88.89% identification rate. This is 
rather significant compared to the second-ranked SANP 
that recognizes 4 probe image sets correctly (44.44%), 
since it is known that sparse-representation-based 
approaches are quite robust to occlusion. The remaining 
holistic approaches are generally found to be less capable 
of recognizing partially-occluded images due to their 
heavily-distorted image set representation/structure when 
occlusion occurs. 
 Table 2 illustrates the average identification rates over 
ten-fold cross validations on the challenging Youtube 
Celebrities dataset. Although much lower identification 
rates are obtained by all evaluated approaches, it is shown 
that our approach achieves the best performance among 
them, thus justifying the ability of our approach in handling 
low quality images captured from the real-world videos. 

5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have proposed a local approach for 
image-set-based face recognition under uncontrolled 
condition, specifically to address partial face occlusion and 
face misalignment problems. Our approach extracts 
alignment-free keypoint descriptors from each image and 
represents an image set with a set of clustered descriptors 
(corresponding to consistent keypoints) via fast 
density-based clustering. By identifying the corresponding 
clusters between two cluster sets, the set similarity of our 
approach is measured by a cluster-to-cluster distance. To 
prevent matching score being significantly affected by 
partial face occlusion, our approach ensures that probe 
clusters that do not correspond to any of the gallery clusters 
will not be considered in our distance computation. 
Experimental evaluations on two benchmark datasets 
involving naturally misaligned and partially occluded 
images revealed that our approach achieves the best overall 
performance among the state-of-the-art approaches. 
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